
 March 16, 2020Q1 - 2020 

ImmediateIMPACT LEVEL:

Update 3: Australia - Declares State of Emergency
Amid Coronavirus Outbreak

A state of emergency has been declared in Victoria and Australian Capital Territory (ACT) on March 16 after two deaths due to
coronavirus infection were noticed in these regions
This allows health officers to issue fresh quarantine orders to cover entire suburbs, businesses or professions, if deemed
necessary
Victoria's state of emergency is valid for four weeks, while ACT declaration will be in force for at least a week
Western Australia also declared a state of emergency on March 15
As of now, five deaths and approximately 300 confirmed cases have been reported, and a rapid rise in the number of confirmed
cases is anticipated
Large, non-essential gatherings of over 500 people banned in the country to slow the spread of the infection
This does not apply for public transport, work or schools
Australia is tightening its borders and has made it compulsory for everyone arriving from overseas to self-isolate for 14 days 
Many offices asked employees to work from home and several leading universities to remain closed for at least a week
Australia’s central bank expected to purchase local government bonds to support the smooth functioning of the market; further
policy measures to be announced later this week 
Supply Wisdom is continuously monitoring the situation and will alert you to any relevant developments

Source(s)
https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/australianz/australias-victoria-state-declares-state-of-emergency-over-coronavirus-
outbreak
https://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/news/coronavirus-australia-state-of-emergency-declared-in-victoria/news-
story/f77d48b97bb1a30d0f588d4590c8d80d

Australia

Targets Affected:

Guidance
Actions to consider:

It is advised that Disaster Recovery Plans and Business
Continuity Plans are immediately tested for mission
critical processes, functions, and activities to ensure no
or minimal disruptions as a result of quarantined or ill
workers; ensure remote workers can be relied on to
perform critical business functions by conducting drills
and test regularly

Establish site to site VPN tunnels and remote work
guidelines; ensure every remote employee have secured
VPN access/authorization, laptops, mobile phones, video
conference tools, internet connectivity, permission to use
personal devices, etc. and should have the
experience/training necessary to use tools provided to
them; also collaborate and organize meetings with the
remote employees using online tools such as Webex,
Zoom, GoToMeeting, etc

Review alternative backup sites and teams to ensure that
they are not located in the same geographical outbreak
risk area, and are prepared and operational

It is recommended that SW Subscribers follow World
Health Organization’s (WHO) guidelines for getting the
workplace ready for COVID-19 as found
at https://www.who.int/docs/default-
source/coronaviruse/getting-workplace-ready-for-covid-
19.pdf?sfvrsn=359a81e7_6 and initiate these procedures
even if COVID-19 has not yet arrived in the communities
in which they operate

It is important for SW Subscribers to ensure that
movement of outside visitors and personnel to
workplaces are regulated with strict screening process,
and international travel, physical meetings, and
conferences are reviewed and approved at the senior
management level; senior leaders should be made aware
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of the latest information from WHO on where COVID-19
is spreading by
consulting https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-
coronavirus-2019/situation-reports/ 

Set up appropriate communication channels and
information systems to avoid panic and rumors at the
workplace and ensure staffs are given clear health and
safety guidelines in line with WHO recommendations as
found
at https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-
coronavirus-2019 
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Related Alerts

March 5, 2020 Immediate
Update 2: Australia - Coronavirus
Outbreak Disrupts Normal Life

Feb. 3, 2020 Low
Update 1: Australia - Travel Ban Amid
Coronavirus Outbreak

Jan. 27, 2020 Low
Australia - Coronavirus Infection Cases
- New South Wales
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Impact level Definitions
Impact
Level Definitions

Immediate The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is certain. Supply Wisdom recommends taking prompt action. For example, bankruptcy filings, data
breaches, unexpected curfews, strikes, power black-outs, major geo-political events etc.

High The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is highly likely to occur in the near term (within 3 months). Supply Wisdom recommends being in a
state of readiness to take quick action. For example, withdrawal of rating by ratings agencies, hostile takeover, multiple cyber-attacks, new business policies causing
significant hardship etc.

Medium The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is likely to occur in the mid-term (within 3 to 6 months). Supply Wisdom recommends reviewing current
mitigation steps and being ready to take proactive actions if and when situation deteriorates further. For example, unplanned C- level exits, suppliers caught in bribery cases,
economy slipping into recession etc.

Low The intensity of the event is such that it has a possible impact on business/operations in the long-term (after 6 months). Supply Wisdom recommends taking proactive action if
situation does not resolve. For example, lawsuits filed against suppliers, client losses, air pollution alerts issued by country’s local authorities, unexpected holidays announced
for the location etc.

Informational The event is pertinent information but does not have a risk element associated with it. For example, launch of new solutions, partnerships signed, industry outlook, positive
changes in government policies, announcements regarding launch of software parks/free trade zones/special economic zones etc.
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